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A new vision for Aylesbury Vale
 By Andrew Grant | 18 November 2016

We’ve all got a vision for what our organisations
should deliver to our communities, in terms of
outcomes. But what’s the vision for your organisation itself? How is it
evolving to serve those communities in a modern world? How will you
make it work?

My vision for Aylesbury Vale DC is for it to become like a social enterprise where
we don’t charge council tax.

We all know council tax is a toxic topic. No one wants to pay more, or even what
they pay already.

The majority of residents mistakenly believe it covers costs when in fact, in our
case, it actually covers less than a third of them.

Council tax is used to whip us, it restricts us and its not scalable. I’m a big
believer in the age of the commercial council where that vision of a social
enterprise stands a chance of being realised. It might sound radical but why not?

I believe we can generate our own income and invest it in supporting key services
to not only deliver those positive outcomes for our communities but also to offer
new services which customers want. It’s about leaving the old structure behind
and promoting untapped potential.

Scrapping council tax and evolving into a social enterprise might sound ambitious
but this is a long term vision.

I’m not suggesting it’s going to happen next year. With the results we’re already
seeing through our commercial journey, here at Aylesbury Vale DC, I don’t see any
reason why this won’t be achievable.

As with any of us, it would take more than this article (more like a book!), to detail
the ways we’ve changed, so I’ll highlight a few key areas.

We have of course done the usual – the efficiencies and restructuring which have
helped to save £14m over the last six years.

Unfortunately, that approach to savings tends to be a bit of a ‘one-off special’.

It’s the big numbers that are going to help Aylesbury Vale DC achieve our vision
for the organisation – the ‘scaleables’, the ventures where we’re offering
competitive services that our customers want and are willing to pay for.

Vale Commerce, which was key to us recently being short-listed for a prestigious
Entrepreneurial Council of the Year award (fingers crossed for a win!) is at heart of
this

It’s our wholly owned company which houses two brands – Limecart and Incgen -
both operating on subscription business model and both driven through digital
marketing.

Limecart offers home and garden services, packaged up for a monthly charge.
Packages, which include a range of benefits including window cleaning, home
cleaning and handyman services, were put together based on market research
from 1400 residents.

Our USP is that we’re a one-stop-shop for taking the hassle out of everyday tasks
and we’re using local suppliers. We’re just about to launch and already have a
number of pre-registered customers.

This concept has so much potential and can operate beyond our geographical
boundaries.

Incgen offers support to local businesses, through a variety of different packages,
at different prices, which include office space, meeting facilities, networking
opportunities, as well as phone and post services.

It officially launched a couple of months back and our customer base is growing
with positive feedback.

The meeting facilities and office space offered up through Incgen come from our
fantastic conference centre, the Gateway.

We hire this facility out for events, as well as renting office space to other
organisations. Since April we have generated around £80,000 from room hire
alone.

The Gateway is a key part of our property portfolio and property is definitely one
of those big numbers.

That portfolio has grown significantly over the part few years underpinning the
regeneration of Aylesbury town centre: we’ve built a theatre, a university campus,
a hotel and a supermarket which we’re renting out to some big names.

We’re extending our portfolio into new sectors and are constantly innovating in
and exploring untapped markets.

As it stands, we are generating a major revenue stream from our commercial
property.

Our ultra-fast fibre broadband company, AV Broadband, is also going great guns,
supplying this now commonplace service to residents in rural areas, where the
bigger companies refused to go.

And we’ve just secured a major contract to supply payroll services to other
organisations – this service to external organisations is generating more than
£60,000 a year.

So, Aylesbury Vale DC has evolved to support business, providing homes and
garden services, broadband, conference facilities, payroll, whilst operating as a
landlord and more besides.

All this to generate income to invest back into our key services, so highly valued
by our communities.

Sounds a bit like a social enterprise to me!

If we keep on this commercial track, one day, we could well be onto a winner with
the council tax too and that vision will be our reality.

I’ve only had time to mention some of the innovative things we’re doing here but
we’ll be sharing more of our ideas and learning with other councils at our third
Surviving to Thriving Conference on November 22.

Please contact cwheller@aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk for more information.

We’d love to see you there!

Andrew Grant is chief executive of Aylesbury Vale DC
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